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Experience and mastership
Domberg family three
generations are at our
customers’ service.
I. M. Domberg



ABOUT THE COMPANY
Domberg IS A MANUFACTORY WITH
ITS OWN FULL TECHNOLOGICAL
CYCLE THAT WORKS FOR THE
PEOPLE APPRECIATING EMOTIONS
WHOSE BUSINESS IS BUILT ON
INSPIRATION AND CREATIVITY.
The Domberg Company’s products
pose a unique balance between technological and artistic perfection. At
the heart of our products are the most
advanced materials and processing
methods.
Our work is based on a thorough and
rigorous elaboration of each project,
and we are focused on providing the
high quality service to our customers.
Cooperating with the Domberg Company you:
Implement your boldest ideas
and projects;
Acquire reliable, natural, environmentally friendly products and
demonstrate an uncompromising style
following the modern trend;
Use the technical and technological support the DOMBERG staff at
all stages: from design to installation
of the products in the facility;
Get a 5 year warranty on the products
and, if necessary, after-sales service.
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WINDOWS
APPRECIATE THE BENEFITS
OF THE Domberg PRODUCTS:
OUR WINDOWS WILL SERVE
MORE THAN ONE GENERATION
OF YOUR FAMILY!



WINDOWS

GLUED TIMBER

GLUED TIMBER
THE Domberg COMPANY
PRODUCES THREE-LAYERED
GLUED TIMBER FOR TRANSLUCENT
STRUCTURES AND DOORS MADE
FROM NATURAL WOOD.
Own production of glued laminated
timber allows us to ensure the quality
of the Domberg window and door
designs due to the fact that:
We use select and thoroughly
dried wood (moisture content — in a
range of 12 ± 2%) in accordance with
the requirements of Rosenheim Institute (Germany);
We ensure the compliance of adhesion quality with the International
Standard DIN EN 204 and water resistance class D4;
We process wood with high-precision equipment; the board gets clearly
defined geometric dimensions.
The main purpose of the laminated
board acquiring the strength properties is to achieve the balance between
the wood tension and avoid deflections, twisting and deformation of the
finished product.





WINDOWS



IF YOU VALUE THE BEAUTY OF NATURAL WOOD
PROCESSED WITH THE USE OF HIGH TECHNOLOGIES AND NOTABLE FOR POWER EFFICIENCY
AND DURABILITY, THEN THE Domberg WINDOWS
WILL UNDOUBTEDLY BECOME THE A CALLING
OF YOUR FACADE AND IMPECCABLE INTERIOR
DECORATION OF ANY ROOM.
The Domberg Company is engaged in
the design, manufacture and installation of modern wooden and woodaluminium translucent structures with
various shapes, profile systems and
exterior trim designed for the realization of any architectural and design
ideas.
All elements of the Domberg wooden
windows have been developed by our
engineers in collaboration with the
engineers of the Rosenheim Institute,
and are recommended for use in the
temperate continental climate.
The Domberg Company’s owners have
developed a system of quality control,
which ensures the stability of the properties of the products at all stages of
production, and also allows us to continually improve our products.
Take advantage of the Domberg products: our windows will serve more
than one generation of your family!
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WINDOWS

WOODEN EUROPEAN WINDOWS

FEATURES OF THE Domberg
WOODEN EUROPEAN WINDOWS

WINDOWS

of window openings. In the bottom
part of the box of each opening sash
a drainage bus is installed — a special Gutmann aluminium profile with
an additional front free part of the sill
(which protects the wood from the intensive moisture) and the third EPDMsealing contour. The aluminium drip
is also installed on the sash part of
European windows.
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WOODEN EUROPEAN WINDOWS

doors are notable for superior resistance
to weathering and UV rays, and retain
the brightness of the colour for a long
time. We offer a wide range of highquality paints according to RAL and
12 variants of the standard toning with
acrylic varnish.
For the production of wooden windows we use the wood of pine, oak and
Dark Red Meranti.

Outer loop seal is adjacent to the wood
surface only, and not to the aluminium
profile, which excludes its damage and
freezing to the profile in the winter.
The paints and varnishes used to finish
our wooden European windows and

SECTION OF 78-MM
SYSTEM WOODEN
PRODUCTS
«FRAME-CHESS»
9
5
8

In the manufacture of wooden windows use is made of the window system Softline IV-78. Softline IV-78 is
a profile with large roundings, which
enables protecting the windows from
accumulation of water and mud, and
improves the overall appearance of
products. Conjugation of corner pieces of window sash and box are made
with the greatest radius, so that the
paint coating firmly touches the casement surface, especially in the places
subject to increased moisture.
The SG securing fillet is made cornerless for the better penetration of silicone and SG sealing. Special profile
eliminates the slots at the junction
with sash. Around the whole perimeter
of the inner surface of the sash an

additional U-shaped groove is made
in order to fight the residual humidity
when there is rain or snow.
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Our SG has been specifically designed
to insure the optimal heat and sound
insulation: due to different distances
between the middle and outermost
panes of SG the sound insulation is
substantially improved as the middle
pane does not get into resonance between the end panes, in contrast to the
symmetric division. This is especially
noticeable at low frequencies emitted
by public transport.
Softline IV-78 with 78-mm wide profile is by 25% warmer that the profile of
IV-68. This profile is the double-glass
one. It is recommended for all types

6
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Softline IV-78 with 78-mm wide profile

1. Chess bar
1.2. Box bar
2.3. Drain aluminium profile
3.4. Drain Seal
4.5. Aluminium protection profile
5. of horizontal bars
6.6. Main seal contour
7.7. Additional seal contour
8.8. Fillet
9.9. SG
10. Slot for external drip
11. Slot for the windowsill
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WINDOWS
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Wood-Aluminium Window Constructions

WOOD-ALUMINIUM WINDOW CONSTRUCTION («ETERNAL WINDOW»)
The aluminium protection of wooden
windows adds the following advantages
to their existing ones:
a wide range of colours — the
colour palette of the powdered polymeric coating according to RAL Catalogue or the decoration imitating the
texture of wood or leather;
easy care;
high thermal insulation properties;
wooden window casement is reliably protected from the adverse effects of the environment — rain, snow,

SECTION OF 78-MM
SYSTEM WOODEN
PRODUCTS
«FRAME-CHESS»

Softline IV-78
with 78-mm wide profile
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1. Chess bar
2. Box bar
3. Drain Seal
4. Window casement aluminium protection
5. Box aluminium protection
6. Main seal contour
7. Additional seal contour
8. SG
9. Mounting grooves

dust and sunlight, which facilitates the
maintenance and extends the life;
aluminium profiles hold the
glazing making it easy to replace if
necessary;
no wooden fillet, and from the inner side of the window the solid wood
profile is visible; thanks to that the
window looks even more aesthetic;
four packing seals significantly
improve the heat and sound insulation
window.

WINDOWS

In the production of wood-aluminium
constructions we use the wood of pine,
oak, ash, cherry, elm, sycamore, dark
red meranti and other exotic species.
The design applies profile IV-78 with
the use the Gutmann (Germany) aluminium protection.
Unlike many manufacturers of European windows in addition to the usual
colour of the windows, we can offer
creating the effect of aging and covering with patina.
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For an integrated design and practicality
it is possible to use bilateral colouring:
with the required colour — from the
side of the street, and varnish with a
decorative treatment — from the side
of the room. Thus, you cannot just
pick up a unique and suitable to your
interior tint of the windows, but also
choose its colour from the front.
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WINDOWS

SECURITY FROM BRONZE

BRONZE PROTECTED WINDOW
In the segment of the Domberg eliteclass windows we offer a window with
protection of bronze. Bronze is a semiprecious metal with a unique noble
shine. Such windows will become the
undisputed decoration of the facade
and emphasize your status. The bronzeprotected windows are the most correct

solution for introducing high-quality
exceptional architectural projects, the
aesthetics of which will be admired
by the future generations, too. This
decision will help to create not only a
unique look, but also to strengthen the
composition of bronze breathing in the
eternity and best varieties of wood.

WINDOWS
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«PASSIVE WINDOW»

«PASSIVE WINDOW»
The passive windows not only provide for low heating bills, but also a
warm and cosy home in the cold winter
evenings. Being close to the windows
you’ll notice that there is no cold blowing
from them any longer. The only thing
you will be deprived of is the frost
patterns on the window pane as due

to excellent heat resistance they will
appear no more.
The distinguishing feature of the passive windows design is a thicker frame,
double SG and an additional insulation pad on the frame and sash.

Heat transfer coefficient of a
standard double-SG window
UW = 1,5−1,6 W m2×K

( /

)

Overall heat transfer coefficient
for PASSIVE WINDOWS
is in the range of
UW = 0,74−0,8 W m2×K

( /

)

WINDOWS
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SLIDING WINDOW CONSTRUCTIONS

SLIDING WINDOW CONSTRUCTIONS
7
8
1

The Domberg company produces
sliding window constructions of any
complexity.

PATIO LIFE
BOTTOM PART
ADJUNCTION
TO THE FLOOR

In terms of the protection design and
comfort the parallel-sliding door is
considered to be the reference one.
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1. Chess bar
2. Threshold
3. Perimeter seal
4. Threshold drip
5. Insulation airbags
6. Door guide rail
7. SG
8. Fillet
9. Accessories with
anticorrosive coating

The features and benefits of this design are: no need for lifting to shift
large and heavy flaps on the running
gear. There is a hidden threshold and
the ability to make sashes with a width
of 3,000 mm whose weight exceeds 300
kg. The antitheft system is ensured
around the perimeter of the leaf, and
ventilation can be carried out in any,
even the closed position.

PARALLEL-SLIDING AND SLIDING-FOLDING SYSTEMS
Name

Width of construction, mm

Height of construction, mm

Weight of casement, kg

2520

650

2520

80

2520

130

3000

400

Roto Patio LIFE
Roto Patio 150 S

1350
1680

6000
6500

950
1860

min

1000
min

3770
6000

min

1300
1420

min

Roto Patio 150
Roto Patio 6080

150

PATIO LIFE OPENING SCHEME
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DOORS
OUR DOORS COMBINE
THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES OF NOBLE WOOD
PROCESSING AND GENUINE
ARTISTIC SKILL.
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DOORS

GLUED LAMINATED TIMBER

GLUED LAMINATED TIMBER
FOR INSIDE DOORS
BY IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURING
OF SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
WE ENSURE HIGH QUALITY OF THE
Domberg GOODS AND MAXIMUM
AFFORDABLE COST.
The in-house production of semifinished products by the Domberg
Company is the first and key technological stage in the manufacture of
windows, doors and furniture. We produce interior doors from multilayer
glued laminated timber whose usage
of provides a number of advantages:
glued laminated board virtually
eliminates deformation, bending and
buckling as no internal stress inherent
in solid mass arise in it;
glued laminated board is more
durable as all the vices of wood are removed from it;
glued laminated board withstands higher static
wooden doors from glued timber
can be made with practically no restrictions of sizes and shapes;
durability of glued products is
by 80% higher and their stiffness is by
40% more than that of the similar ones
made from solid wood.
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DOORS
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INTERIOR DOORS MADE
FROM NATURAL WOOD
THE Domberg INTERIOR DOORS
IS THE POWER AND HARMONIA,
EMOTIONAL EXPRESSIVENESS
AND NATURAL DESIRE TO BE UNIQUE
AND LIVE WITHOUT COMPROMISE.
The Domberg doors are the exquisite
luxury and significant element of interior design. Luxurious or minimalistic,
classic or modern, exclusive, ornate or
nobly simple ... If your heart longs for
something special in order to decorate

the apartments, then the Domberg
doors is the best option!
Among the materials for door finishing
there are valuable and precious woods,
more than forty kinds of colour solutions.

Bk is the box width
4-6 mm

1

4-6 mm
4-6 mm

DOOR HORIZONTAL
SECTION

20

2

5

4

1. Seal
2. Sawn lamella from oak mass
3. Glued lamella from oak mass
4. Casing
5. Mechanism of lock made in Italy
6. Hinges made in Italy

3

20

Bp is width of leaf

6
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DOORS
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DOORS

CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS

CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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DOORS
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CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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DOORS
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DOORS

CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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DOORS
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DOORS

CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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DOORS

CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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DOORS
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DOORS

CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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DOORS
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CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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DOORS
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CATALOGUE OF INTERIOR DOORS
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THE Domberg DOORS
WELL BEST OF ALL SUIT
BOTH TRADITIONAL AND
TREND INTERIORS.
71

DOORS

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE
Domberg INTERIOR DOORS
DESIGN IS IN
THEIR REFINED
AND ORGANIC
LINES.
The use of potal from silver or gold
leaf, ageing, covering with patina, art
carving on the leaves and frames, glass
milling exceptional design, extraordinary configuration of cornices —
all these make the Domberg door exquisite and unforgettable, and your
home interior — a unique one.

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

300
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DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

300

DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

300
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DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

200

DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

200
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DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

800

DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

800
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DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

400
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DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

600

DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

600
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DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

700

DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

700
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DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

THANKS TO EXCELLENT
QUALITY AND WIDE RANGE, OUR
PRODUCTS ARE ABLE TO IMPRESS
EVEN THE MOST DEMANDING
CUSTOMER.
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DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

500

DOORS

DOORS SERIES «LUX»

500
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DOORS

SLIDING DOORS

SLIDING DOORS
SLIDING INTERIOR DOORS HAVE
BECOME NOT JUST A STYLISH
ELEMENTS OF ANY INTERIOR, BUT
ABOVE ALL ONE OF THE BEST TOOLS
OF PREMISES FUNCTIONAL ZONING.
They help to reasonably change the sizes
and form of certain areas of the room,
as well as significantly save the space
thanks to their opening technology.
As to the number of leaves the sliding
doors are divided into single doors,
double doors, tricuspid doors and
doors with four leaves. Unlike swing
doors (with a maximum of two leaves),
sliding doors allow to close the gap
of any width. Such a system of sliding
doors is often used in large rooms (e.g.
in living room or dining room) acting
as a kind of partition. Usually one or
two leaves are working, but if necessary, all three or four leaves are moved
apart, and the adjacent rooms get
actually combined.
The sliding mechanism can be installed on almost any leaf from our
Catalogue.
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DOORS

ENTRANCE DOORS

ENTRANCE DOORS
EACH ENTRANCE Domberg DOOR IS UNIQUE!
The range of Domberg entrance
doors designs is only limited by
your imagination. Our technological
capacity allows solving the problems

of any complexity and providing the
customer with products of any degree
of exclusivity.
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STAIRCASES
THE OAK Domberg
STAIRCASES IS REAL
QUALITY TESTED
BY TIME.
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STAIRCASES
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STAIRCASES
USING UNIQUE TECHNOLOGIES
IN THE PRODUCTION MAKES
OUR STAIRCASES IDEALLY
FITTING THE PROJECTS OF HIGH
ARCHITECTURAL LEVEL.
Our Company is engaged in the design, manufacture and installation of
staircases. We employ highly qualified
engineers and professional designers,
whose knowledge and skills allow
executing the order of any complexity
with maximum quality focusing on the
customer’s requirements and specific
features of the project.
From the point of view of practicality
and durability oak is the best choice
of material for a wooden staircase. An
oak staircase of any design, whether
it is a winding staircase or the one
with several flights, may have ultramodern or classic look.
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FURNITURE
A NEW UNPRECEDENTED
LOOK AT FAMILIAR THINGS
AND EVERYDAY NEEDS.
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FURNITURE
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FURNITURE
CREATIVE APPROACH TO
PRODUCTION, COMBINATION OF
MASTERSHIP, TRADITIONS AND
CREATIVE DESIGN DETERMINE
OUR OWN SPECIAL STYLE.
The Domberg Company specializes
in manufacturing furniture to-order
in consideration of all wishes of the
customer with respect to materials,
colours, shape, finish, sizes and the
chosen style of the room.
The Domberg loyal customers have already been convinced that the quality
and design of the furniture produced
by our Company are able to satisfy the
most demanding tastes. We produce
furniture from wood (oak, ash, cherry, elm, sycamore and maple), wood
chip board, MDF + veneer, natural
furniture panels, and also based on a
combination of these materials. Due
to the use of professional varnishes
and paints for wood MILESI (Italy) the
possibilities in selecting colours are
not limited.
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FURNITURE

DRAWING ROOM

THE Domberg CONCEPT
IS TO COMBINE AESTHETICS
AND FUNCTIONALITY.
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FURNITURE

LIVING SPACE SHOULD
CHARACTERIZE ITS OWNERS
IN A SPECIAL WAY TO
REFLECT THEIR STATE OF
MIND AND CHARGE WITH
POSITIVE ENERGY.

DRAWING ROOM

FURNITURE

DRAWING ROOM
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FURNITURE

DRAWING ROOM
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FURNITURE

DRAWING ROOM
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RECALLING THE PAST TO
PLAN THE FUTURE AND LIVE
IN THE PRESENT IN TRUE
LUXURY, THIS IS THE Domberg
STYLE CONCEPT.
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FURNITURE

DRAWING ROOM

FURNITURE

DRAWING ROOM
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FURNITURE

STYLE IS A QUESTION
OF CORRELATION
BETWEEN THE PAST
AND THE FUTURE, THE
CONTRAST AND THE
SYMMETRY. THIS HELPS
TO BRIGHTEN UP THE
SPACE AND MAKE IT
MORE HARMONIOUS.

KITCHEN
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FURNITURE

INDIVIDUALIZATION OF
THE LIVING SPACE, AS
WELL AS IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE CUSTOMER’S
IDEAS ARE THE TWO OF
THE MAIN TASKS SET BY
THE Domberg FACTORY.

WARDROBES

FURNITURE

WARDROBES
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FURNITURE

WARDROBES
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FURNITURE

WARDROBES

FIRST-CLASS DESIGN,
AESTHETICS, USING VINTAGE
METHODS OF CABINET MAKERS
AND NATURAL MATERIALS
GIVE A SENSE OF HARMONY,
WARMTH AND SECURITY.
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FURNITURE

WARDROBES

FURNITURE

WARDROBES
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нужен tif
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FURNITURE

CLOAK-ROOM

INTERIOR IS THE MEANS OF THE HOUSE
OWNERS EMOTIONS TRANSFER AND
FURNITURE, BEYOND ANY DOUBT IS THE
REFLECTION OF INDIVIDUALITY AND
ARTISTIC TASTES OF THE PEOPLE WHO
LIVE IN THE HOUSE.
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нужен tif
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FURNITURE

WINE CELLAR
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FURNITURE

COMPLEX SOLUTIONS

COMPLEX SOLUTIONS
FOR INTERIORS
STYLE, SOPHISTICATION AND
ORIGINALITY ARE THE COMPONENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL DECORATION OF COMMERCIAL INTERIOR.
Decoration of the interior with wood is
a complex and resource — demanding
task, which involves not only the
manufacturer, but also the designer.
The Domberg Company provides interior
wood decoration services answering the
most complex requirements relating
to a variety of decorative styles.
Regardless of what exactly you plan
to decorate — a hotel, shop, office or
restaurant — we will be able to take
over the tasks of decoration beginning
from design and ending with assembly
of products of any complexity. Imitation
of ageing, working with the natural texture of wood inherent in the classical
design, or, conversely, with the gloss
and lustre of the fashion design —
every problem has its own elegant and
effective solution.
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FURNITURE

COMPLEX SOLUTIONS

THERE ARE HOUSES THAT ARE
VERY WARMLY WELCOME THEIR
VISITORS, AS IF THEY BEWITCH
THE GUESTS WITH THEIR
HOSPITALITY AND TRANQUILLITY.
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FURNITURE

OFFICE

FURNITURE

OFFICE
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INTERPRETATION AND
FORMATION OF YOUR OWN
IDEA OF THE PERFECT OFFICE
IS ACTUALLY AN ART THAT
COMBINES INTUITION AND
TECHNICAL SKILL.
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FURNITURE

EQUIPMENT FOR
LUXURY CASINO
Domberg is an internationally recognized manufacturer of quality equipment
for elite casinos and game rooms.
The proof of this is participation in
exhibitions in London, Las Vegas and
Macau.

SINGLE-LEVEL AND TWO-LEVEL TABLES FOR BLACKJACK AND POKER
Exquisite classic design.
Tables made of precious wood.
Metal parts may be made in
chrome or brass.
Ashtrays and cup holders from
monolithic brass.
A set of the required accessories is
supplied with tables: metal fleet with
12 tubes for chips, a set of ashtrays and
glass holders and a box for tips.
The specificity of the such tables is a
removable flip table top, which allows
using the tables for playing poker or
blackjack depending on the preferences
of the players.
The form of tables’ legs may be chosen:
classic figured ones or «double-seven».
All the Domberg tables are entirely
made of fine wood and brought to a
perfect glossy shine.

CASINO

FURNITURE

CASINO
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FURNITURE

TABLES FOR AMERICAN
ROULETTE
SINGLE-LEVEL LUXURY TABLE
Exquisite classic design.
The table is made of fine wood.
Metal parts may be made in
chrome or brass.
Ashtrays and cup holders are
made of monolithic brass, and the
turret can be anodized with chrome,
brass or gold — at the option of the
customer.

TWO-LEVEL LUXURY TABLE
Exquisite classic design.
The table is made of fine wood.
Metal parts may be made in
chrome or brass.
Ashtrays and cup holders are
made of monolithic brass, and turret
can be anodized with chrome, brass or
gold — at the option of the customer.
A set of the required accessories is
supplied with tables: fleet for chips
made from the same wood as the table
is, a set of ashtrays and glass holders,
box for tips and brass protection of the
inner surface of the table.
The form of table legs can be chosen
by the customer: the classic figured
ones or «double seven». One touch to
the table is enough to feel the attraction of true luxury.

CASINO

FURNITURE

CASINO
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FUEL BRIQUETTES
Domberg IS AN UNDERTAKINGS WITH
HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY. THE PRODUCTION OF HIGHQUALITY WOOD FUEL BRIQUETTES
ENABLES US TO EFFECTIVELY DISPOSE OF WOOD WASTE (sawdust, wood
chips, slabs, etc.)
The Domberg wood briquettes are
produced by the method of mechanical pressing without the use of chemical fixers and binders. The burning of
the briquettes has minimal impact on
the environment in comparison with
solid fuel (e.g. coal) while both have
the same calorific value. Moreover,
compared with coal, a fuel briquette
contains 15 times less ash (max 3.0%),
and is much more clean and convenient fuel.
The Domberg fuel briquettes are successfully applied in heating residential houses, warehouses, industrial
buildings, and carriages of trains; they
are used for heating industrial boilers,
as well as an intermediate fuel in the
production of charcoal. Besides, fuel
briquettes are a wonderful alternative
to firewood for cooking outdoors or in
the country.
The industrial applications of fuel briquettes as an alternative to firewood can
save up to 50% of the wood stores area;

moreover, concerning heat transfer
characteristics the fuel briquettes can
seriously compete with natural gas.
In terms of environmental safety the
Domberg fuel briquettes lead among
all traditional fuels. In addition, the
burning of fuel briquettes yield no
sparks and scatters no burning coals.
Indicators (characteristics) of wood
fuel briquettes:
Energy: approximately 5 kW/kg
Moisture balance: max 8 - 12%
Ashes (average): max 3%
Density: 650 kg/m3
Burning and smouldering time:
up to 2 hours outdoors, from 40 minutes
to 1 hour 20 minutes in fireplaces,
and up to 4 hours in a furnace with a
controlled air supply.
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Wood is a natural material. Each element is unique: it has its colour and
texture. The difference in the colour
shade cannot be considered a ground
for complaint. Thus, the samples of
the materials should be considered
as indicative. The toning is made by
a clean paint of high strength, which
ensures the colour stability. Products
purchased at different times, may vary
in colour. When taking care of the
products it is contraindicated to use a
solvent, alcohol or abrasives.
The wood mass is used with the consideration of the material characteristics,
which ensures maximum functionality
of the products (strength, resistance,
aesthetic features).
Production time should be considered
approximate and possible delays in the
production should not make grounds for
any claims on the part of the customer.
Responsibility for the loading and
transportation of the goods lies with
the buyer even in case of FSA supply

and regardless of whether the transportation is carried out by means of
the factory or a transport company is
involved.
The products of the factory are supplied FSA, i.e. the prices are shown
excluding travel expenses.
The Domberg Factory reserves the
right to make changes in the price and
specifications of its produce without
prior notice before the date of signing a
contract with the customer. The goods
are considered to be the property of
Domberg until their full payment by
the buyer.
Claims for the products damaged by
improper use or improper care will not
be accepted.

Authorized Representative in Canada
674 McGregor Farm Trail Newmarket, ON L3X0H3
Tel: +1 (647) 913-3464
Tel: +1 (647) 588-2677
www.eurhome.ca

